Designed for ease of movement.

Liko® Viking® M, L and XL Mobile Lifts
Functional benefits with added convenience.

In every detail, the Viking® lifts have been designed specifically to meet caregivers’ daily challenges and patients’ needs. The result? An outstanding series of workhorses, always ready to use and reliable in a variety of situations – for patients weighing up to 660 lbs (Viking® XL).

The refined aluminum design provides functional benefits thanks to the unit’s low weight and high durability. The consistency of the Viking® series as well as the easy-to-use design means better return-on-investment as the same accessories can be used on all models.

You will feel the difference...

EASY TO OPERATE.
- Intuitive dual controls, sling bar and emergency functions
- Visual and audible indicators for service, overload and battery status
- Similar design through-out entire series

EASY TO MOVE.
- Lightweight design to facilitate patient transfers
- Optional armrests provide ergonomic benefits
- Big casters that roll easily and are easy to keep clean

EASY TO FEEL SAFE.
- Attractive and reliable design
- Added safety with the Outer Tube™ actuator protection
- Comfortable, safe and secure slings for real patient needs

Hill-Rom®
Liko Viking® M, L and XL Mobile Lifts
Your daily companion.

The Viking® mobile lifts provide full-featured, mobile lifting assistance that makes them ideal for most lifting situations in most care environments. Viking M, L and XL easily manage the most common lifts, including horizontal lifting and ambulation and can be used to lift a patient directly from the floor.

**Lifting to/from bed.**

One of the most common lifting challenges in the care sector is easily met thanks to the Viking lift’s generous lifting height, allowing plenty of space for the patient, and the range of functional slings.

**Treatment and repositioning.**

MultiStrap™ lifting accessories facilitate wound care, hygiene procedures and treatment. Repositioning the patient in bed is easy with the Liko® RepoSheet® positioning aid that allows turning of the patient with minimal strain on the body.

**Lifting to/from chair.**

The design of the lift arm makes transfers to the chair easier. The patient’s comfort, safety and sense of security are important considerations, and both the sling bar and sling must be chosen with care.

**Lifting from the floor.**

The Viking lift’s open base allows plenty of space around the patient. The pliable, comfortable sling supports the patient’s head throughout the entire lifting operation.

**Ambulation for early mobility.**

Gait training is a very important step in the rehabilitation process. The Viking mobile lift combined with a Lift Vest or Lift Pant ambulation support accessory gives extra courage to take those first steps, without jeopardizing caregiver or patient safety. Armrests are ideal accessories.
Experience the Hill-Rom difference.

A patient lift from Hill-Rom is more than a smart investment – it’s a deeper connection with a dedicated partner. Every Liko® lift comes with the reliability and best-in-class service you expect from Hill-Rom. We’re committed to helping achieve a better outcome for patients and providers at every point of care, and the Viking® series of mobile lifts is another great example.

To experience the difference, contact your Hill-Rom representative at 800-445-3730, or visit www.hill-rom.com.